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I can't believe that you're walking away from us 
Could not conceive we'd ever be done
But I feel you drifting you don't have to hide from me
I just keep hoping you let me in

Maybe I can't help but talking may, I am here for you

Time passes us by and the way we love changes
And we're learning to waltz through the waves like
everyone
Let it keep us from falling
Would you dance with me now?

The candle burned out and we stumbled around in the
dark
And I can feel you slipping away
The band keeps on playing the world keeps revolving
Around all the static, the noise in between

And we need to hear that song again, let the love shine
through

Time passes us by and the way we love changes

And we're learning to waltz through the waves like
everyone
Let it keep us from falling
Would you dance with me, dance with me now?

New walls new ladders, none of this matters
We can't walk on water, we can only do better
If its not forever, if it's time to go I will always
remember
I want you to know

When you held me in your arms and said,
let the love shine through

Time passes us by and the way we love changes
And we're learning to waltz through the waves like
every one
Let it keep us from falling
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Would you dance with me, dance with me now?
Would you dance with me, dance with me now?
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